
Gestalt

As an active and coherent movement Gestalt psychology

began in Germany shortly before 1920 and reached its peak

influence in the 1930's.

The Gestalt Concept means not only form, configuration or

shape, but also irnplies good - significant or living - form.

The Gestalt concept was first expressed in written form by

this group of German and Austrian psychologists.

The Gestalt Movernent was dominated by three brilliant

individuals Max Wertheimer, Wolfgang Kohler and Kurt

Koffka.

The Gestalt Concept directly had an influence on such artists

as Klee, Kandinsky and Chagall, and indirectly on the three

Spaniards Picasso, Dali and Miro, although it can be argued

that much of their creative thinking occurred separate from

and in parallel to the Gestalt Movement.



The Gestaltists contributed more to the study of

perception than to other areas of psychology.

Gestalt is the german word for "Pattern" or "Shape" -
although in its actual practice "configuration" or

"Organization" would be equally applicable.

Gestalt psychology has made its contributions to art,

education, thinking, creativity and public perception.

Gestalt got its beginnrngs in the attempt to understand

apparent motion. As we have discussed in a previous

class, apparent motion is the perception of movement

that results from the viewing of a rapid sequence of

stationary images, for instance in a flip-book or in a

movr.g or television program.
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This led Max Wertheimer to argue that the perception

of the whole (that is the movement) was radically

different from the perception of its components (the

static images).

This idea is the central tenet of Gestalt Psychology:

the whole is different than the mere sum of its parts.

This Gestalt idea of wholeness was diametrically

opposite to the then prevailing Theory of

Structuralism, a basic tenet of which was that a
complex structure or object can be understood by

identifying the elementary parts of experience.

Counter to what was argued by the Structuralists, the

Gestaltists argued that what we perceive is not merely

a sum or sequence of sensations, but a perception of

the whole configuration.
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Gestaltists argued that sensations do not stay

separate but that they interact with one another and in

doing so produce a perceived whole that is distinct

from the sum of its parts: The whole becomes or is
greater than the mere sum of its parts.

Central to this notion is the idea of emergent

properties

experience that are not inherent in its components, or

elementary parts of experience.

These emergent properties are key to the

configuration or organization of the whole.

For example, the characteristics of a society are

distinct from those of the individuals that make up the

society. The interactions of the individuals help to

define the larger grouping, but without question the

society becomes or is greater than the mere sum of

its individuals.
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Emergent properties help to illustrate the Gestalt

concept of organization. Organization is necessary to

explain why human beings see the world as

composed of distinct objects.

Since the retinal image of an object is nothing but an

array of varying intensities and frequencies of light,

the rays coming from different parts of the same

object have no more affinity for one another than

those coming from two different objects.

It follows then that the ability to perceive objects must

be an organization brought about by our visual

system and our brain.
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To explain how perceptions of individual objects are

formed, Max Wertheimer proposed that the visual

system organizes parts into wholes based on a set of

laws governing the grouping of objects.

He proposed that elements tend to be grouped

perceptually if

F they are close together,

F similar to one another,

F form a closed contour or

F move in the same direction.

As artists it seems natural to

granted, however, when you

these elements take on a
importance.

take these elements for

study the visual system

different meaning and

Researchers, even using modern diagnostic tools like

fMRl, and PET, have linked these elements to specific

pathways and structures in our brain.
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THE PERCEPTION OF FORM AND SHAPE

Reuersible figure-ground pattern based on
detail from Saluadore Dali's painting "The Three
Ages." (Source: Fisher, G. H., 7967, p. 329. Reprinted
by permission of the publisher.)
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Fig. 14.33 Whether a young u)oman or an old u)oman is sem in (c) can be shoun to be due to the L,teu)er's set. Ilh)
ts seen first, the drauting in (c) ts seen as of a young uoman; tf (b) ts seen first, (c) appears as an old u)oman. (Adapted

from Boring, 1930.)
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Another important aspect of organization, called

figure-ground perception, was discovered in 1921 by

Danish pyschologist Edgar Rubin.

Rubin pointed out that even if all the parts of a

connected region are grouped together properly, it

can be interpreted either as an object (the figure) or

as a surface behind it (the background).

Another area of discovery by Gestalt psychologists

was in the area of frames of reference, and how this

affects how other objects are perceived.

ln all fairness to the times, at the turn of the 2}th

century "frames of reference" was topical given the

intense interest in Einstein's Theory of Relativity.
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The Gestaltists borrowed this concept in their

attempts to describe the experience of "induced

motion", where the movement of one object appears

to cause our perception of another object to take on

motion.

You have perhaps felt induced motion when lying on

your back watching clouds float past overhead. Your

perception of frames of reference (and therefore

motion) can be ambiguous. One moment you feel the

clouds moving and the next moment you feel yourself

moving.

Another less common effect is when you are in a
stationary car or train and a car or train next to you

begins to move. What this produces is a sensation of

movement in the opposite direction, even though you

know you are in fact stationary.
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)BSCURED FTGURE illustrates the idea
f htignaniz. Given :rn ambiguous
attern (al, observers perceive simple
hapes (b) instead of complex ones (c, A-



The most important aspect of the Gestalt concept of

organization is the Principle of Praqnanz, which states

that when the stimulus is ambiguous, the perception

will be as "good" (that is, simple, regular and

symmetric) as the prevailing viewing, conditions or

perception will permit. This is the notion of "figure

goodness".

The "prevailing conditions" in this case is the

information being registered on the retina and sent to

the visual system across the optic nerve.

When there is ambiguity or uncertainty

being observed the visuai system will try

the object in the simplest fashion possible.

tn

to

what is

interpret

Once the ambiguity or uncertainty fades the object

can be seen in a more complex light.
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An example of the Principle of Praqnanz at work is

the obscured figure. Given an ambiguous pattern

observers perceive the simplest shape instead of a

complex shape.

As we look at Gestalt psychology, it is evident that the

basis of the theory is clinical:

F People are asked how they feel about an

object or how they interpret an object.

F Machines have not been be used to
measure EEG, brain function or metabolic

activity.

As a result, most of the conclusions of Gestalt

psycholog ists are su bjective.
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ln terms of modern science, Gestalt theory are

expressed in a qualitative fashion and fall far short of

modern standards of precision.

ln terms of modern biology, the Gestalt views of brain

function have been largely discredited by modern

work by neurophysiologists.

ln some ways, though Gestalt theory helped to define

a direction for modern research and has a claim to the

heritage of modern thought.
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The basic tenet under which the other principles are

subsumed is the Law of Prasnanz which holds that,

"within the limitations of the sensory field,

organization of elements will be as "good",

"simple" and "economical" as possible."

This organization is supposedly achieved by superimposing

perceptual processes on the stimulus.

ln Klee's words, as part of his 1920 Creative Credo, you find

a Gestalt like credo:

'Art does not neproduce the visible, rather it makes

visib'le. Formerly we used to represent things

visible on earth today we reveal the reality

behind visible things."



Closely related, of course, to thd perceptual and aesthetic

meaning of a simple complete form (Gestalt) are the

elements of which the form is composed, such as straight

lines.

For instance, Mondrian in describing his art expressed:

"More and more I excluded from my painting all

curved lines, until finally my compositions

consisted only of vertical and horizontal lines,

which formed crosses, each one separate and

detached from the other. Observing sea, sky, and

stars, I sought to indicate their [gestalt] function

through q multiplicity of crossing verticals and

horizontals."



The Basic Principles of Gestalt

Five basic principles of Gestalt as expressed by Wertheimer

in 1923 are

1) P,roximity: Visual elements that are in close proximity

are readily grouped together.

2) Similarity: Visual elements with similar characteristics

may be seen in a group.

3) Obiective set: Groupings of elements will be affected

by a preceding sequence of sensory events.

4) Good Cqntinuation: the perceptual field will be

organized along lines of uninterrupted flow, and

5) Closure: Elements will, if possible, be grouped to

appear as self-enclosed units.

There are other principles that can be added - such as The

Principle of Symmetry - however these additional principles

are not themselves basic principles of Gestalt.
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Figure g.
The taw of Proximity: a mro extenn mse
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The Law of $milarity: a simple example
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The Law of Similarity: a more complex example
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Figure 6.
The Law of Conffruafron:

t*o anw or tno polnmO shapes?
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and now ttris one, a merger of the prwious two:

Figure 7,
Two figures,

easity seen as distinct

Figure g.
The same figures,

now visually inseparable

Figure g.
The Law of kdgnanz:
l/lb see the simplest

possible shapes.t-_



THE'W'ORLD OF PERCEPTION
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The visual world as viewed by Ernst Mach's left eye. Few of us Pause to consider

rhar a part of us is likely to be in each visual scene. Here the picture is framed partly by eye-

brows, nose, and mustache. Redrawn from a woodcut in the physicist-philosopher's influential

little book, Analysis af tlte Sensatioas (1885).
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N(A) Two receding surfaces meet
to form a corner,

a--- -

Discontinulties in textures: an edge in seen in .B, a corner in C.

(B)
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A flat surface broken
by a slight elevation.

(G)

Examples of apparent depth giuen by texture gradients utith discontinuities and texture changes thatare not at a constant rate' In E, F, and G, interposition also plays a role in the depth effect. (Source: 16.llG,
'-'t4kdsy dt Rosenblith, lg5l, p. 1093. Reprinted by permission of the publisher.) (source: 16./t E cr F, lenks drrou'tn, Science' lg66' Copyright @ 1966 by the American Asso,ciation for the |duorr"-rnt of science.) (source:

16.11 B & C: Gibson, lgS0, p. 93.)
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